Holiday Hours

Jobs Available

closed on
The Library will be
Thnesgiving day but open Fri tut, said College librarian
jays. Backus.
Temorross the library will
dose at 5:30 pm. It will be open
tI a.m. to 5 p.m., status,
do 9 a.m. to ri pall., and !Mu do I to 5 p.m.

Thanksgiving jobs tor coed%
are asaitable at the student
pluterrwnt office. Adm284. unmnuteed Mrs. Phyllis Headland,
plavement Interviewer. Women
tire needed to wise dinner and
Nash dishes in private homes
on the tioildais. Sulars is $1.25
per hour plus Thank.gis tug dinner. said Mrs. Headlund.
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Fraternities Return Three Statues
To Rickey’sOne Still Missing
By PETE KUEHL
Palo Alto police reported late
resterday afternoon that all but
,,Tie of the highly valuable statues
taken from Rickey’s Studio Inn
early Sunday morning have been
!Married.
Three statues were returned by
SJS fraternity chapters, according to spokesmen from Theta Chi
and Pi Kappa Alpha.
A spokesman from Theta Chi
iold the Spartan Daily one statue
returned Sundayhad been takes by an alumnus, "not active."
’WHEN VALUE KNOWN’
The Daily learned from Pi Kappa Alpha that president Ben Gen,, and some other students retimted two statues Sunday when
’theit %aloe became known."
The PiKa spokesman said Gettig‘ had fild been involved in the
alleged theft, which the fraternity spokesman termed a "college
insak."
-We hope to clear this up as
rallantly as possible," he added.
Police said action had been referred to the office of the Santa
lara county District Attorney,
id that it probably will be
maim) today whether the DA’s
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Y,,ur alarm dm-ant i tog sod you,
wake up 15 minutes before classtime. Leaping into your clothes,
throwing water on your face and
dashing to campus, you stop when
you feel a hand on your shoulder,,
"I’ll need some information. I’m
giving you a ticket for jaywalking." says the man behind the
badge.
Sound like a had dream? Ralph
Gough, campus security officer,
warns that tickets for jaywalking

gg

tradition will be conA 1
tinued this Thursday when an
anonymous "friend" provides
Thanksgiving dinner for SJS war
veterans who are away from
hc,ene.
According to Dr. William Hermanns, associate professor of foriign languages, the dinner is a
esture of kindness on the part of
Quaker from Los Altos.
The dinner will be given early
’llitirsday afternoon, Dr. Hermantis said, and added that furinbirmation may be obtained
.y contacting him at CYpress
-3490
Dr. Hermanns recalled that the
aditional dinners began after an
cident that happened to him not
.,11{4 after World War II.
’A student who did typing for
asked to work on Thanksgivday. When I said ’This i. not

five statues missing,
Linda Rhine, Gamma Phi Beta
spokesman, said Rickey’s told her !
the total value was $3100, a figure
which the Mercury listed for the
stolen statues only. She said the
plush motel and restaurant told
her four
not five - statues had
been taken,
The .Daily was unable to reach
Rickey’s for confirmation on either of the tallies.
_
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of them
iia
long jaunt.
Over :Hir ia,1
[12 SJS social liatertitties.
, President
will speak today at 11:30 a.m, in representing fraternities, v..111 sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega.
A dozen Air Force ROTC memMorris Dailey auditorium on the break from the men’s gym start- campus service fraternity.
l bers and nine independent rain"Responsibility for Excellence."
ing line at 12:30 this afternoon in
Its course running from the ners will also compete. .
The SJS president’s address is the annual pre-holiday Turkey ’ men’s gym on East San Carlos
10 FRATERNITIES VIE
expected to examine the "more Trot.
; st. to Seventh st. to Spartan StaTen fraternities will be vying
commonly heard criticisms of the
Perpetual and permanent tto- dium and back, the Trot has
additional trophies in the greet:
public schools," according to the phies will be awarded to winner, drm...n entries from Mild of the for
relay. a 1000-yard shuttle affair,
text of the speech.
undertaken by 10-man teams in
It will relate these criticisms
100-yard doses.
to "one of the basic challenges to
The relay, won last year for the
American education -- namely,
third straight time by Delta Upresponsibility for excellence."
silon, will start immediately after
MISINFORMATION
the Turkey Trot.
In the speech, Pres. Wahlquist
will tell how the "tide of misinAlpha Tau Omega, first time vicformation" about schools can be
tor last year in the must -finishturned back". This must be done,
ers division of the Turkey Trot;
..ecording to the president, "if the
and the other group entrants, will
schools are to meet the challenge
be faced with a new scoring syswont 1..e uncommon it walking i of these perilous times...
tem this afternoon.
violations continue unabated in
The president’s lirture is the
the campus area,
NEW RULE
second of the semester lecture
Under a new ruling, the trophy
"Jaywalking is the number one series sponsored by the college
for the most -finishers of one orcause of traffic deaths in San Jose lecture committee.
ganization with a 30-minute time
and we don’t want any San Jose ’BRAINPOWER’ CONFERENCE
!limit will go to the group with
State students to add to the staThe SJS president is a consultthe highest percentage of finishtistics," the security officer con- ant to nation-wide education assoers in respect to its total membertinued.
ciations, and was one of 100 eduship.
lit a random survey of 1584 caters, government officials and
pedestrians crossing Seventh st., industrial leaders to participate in
According to A Phi 0 spokes15 jaywalkers were noted. ’There a conference on "brainpower" at
men, the new scoring system will
would have been many more if the U.S. Naval postgraduate school
give smaller groups an equal
uniformed officers weren’t at the at Monterey.
chance with their larger competiHe is the author of books on
scene, Gough contended.
tors.
education, a frequent contributor
The jaywalking hazard has be Ito national journals and has writIndividual winners of the Trot
come more serious since the cross. ten of U.S. educational organizawill be awarded first, second and
third place permanent trophies. In
acalikthbeettsceengleethleingmabiunikisi janlgkvshaays tion and administration for the
.iddition, a turkey, a chicken and
Encyclopedia Americana.
been closed to traffic.
$nr.nt !inert ,in P.o 3.1
But Gough pointed out that
conference with San Jose trio.
analyst Arthur Philpott resul,.
in the changing of the remaitil
Seventh st traffic signals to a s,, .
and go system from 7 a.m. to 10
ANOTHER FAT AND SASSY TURKEY, similar to this one in
p.m to ease the flow of traffic.
;.: ... ..ir
i
the grasp of the 1958 Turkey Trot chairman, will be awarded
In past years the traffic sig- of language arts at ?.3aa Irani:Ise
to the individual winner of today’s annual Turkey Trot, slated
nals have operated a yellow blink-1state college and well-known seto start at 12:30 p.m. on E. San Carlos st. by the men’s gym.
er fiir the bulk of the school day. I manticist, will talk on "Problems
Over 300 runners, many of them representing fraternities, will
but the switch to the conventional of Communication" t ow rom
make the long haul to Spartan Stadium and back. The lovely
red and green light was designed night in A133 from 7 to 9:30 at
lady? She’s Judy Allen, SJS’ 1958 homecoming queen.
Advanced
Three new members of the stuto avoid traffic-dodging antics by the final session of the
Management Seminar, a business
dent publications advisory commitpedestrians.
division extension course.
tee, named to "augment" the comStill jaywalking continues.
Attending the weekly seminar
mittee during the revision of the
"I want to give everybody fair which opened Oct. 5 are 65 busiSpartan Daily handbook. have
warning." Gough explained, so they ness executives from the San Jose
been named by ASH Pres. Pat
is
of
seminar
the
won’t blame the college for the area. In charge
’U.N. GOING BROKE’
McClenahan,
proassistant
jaywalking tickets that will be Richard L. Moore,
UNITED NATIONS. N Y. I UPII -Secretary-general Dag HamBrent Davis, student activities
popping up when the city nob., f -soot’ of blisine.s
marskjold announced yesterday the United Nations was rapidly going board chairman; Everett Avila,
begin cracking down on vio.
broke and he may have to "liquidate" the U.N. military operation Student Council senior representations in the campus are:i
in the Congo.
tive; and Jim Ragsdale, Spartan
Daily news editor, were appointed
Haminarskjold, in a bombshell report to, the General Assemfollowing last week’s committee
bly’s budget c
att.’.. said he expected the is orld peace organir.ameeting in which the extent of
Don to end up with an unprecedented cash deficit oif at least
student representation was ques$2 million by Dee. 31.
tioned.
Four days remain sin the La
He said the only way "insolvency" could be avoided and the
Torre senior picture schedule-Committee chairman Dwight
Jan. 10 through 13, 9 am. to 5 critical peace operation continued in the Congo was through a rad- Bentel, head, department of Jourp.m. in the AWS lounge, College ical step up of contributions by member governments.
nalism and Advertising, suggested
Union, 315 S. Ninth st.
during the meeting that the comNATO
COMMANDER
PROPOSES
NUCLEAR
POOL
Senior appointments should be
mittee be "augmented" during the
PARIS tUPD -Gen. Lauris E. Norstad, supreme commander of consideration of the Spartan Daily
made in the Student Affairs Business Office, T1fl6, as soon as possi- NATO forces in Europe, proposed yesterday that a pool of nuclear Staff Manual and Style Guide by
weapons be set up for the alliance with each of the 15 member the appointment of more students
ble, said editor Darla Grainger.
in order to obtain a "more valid
Total charge adds up to $1.50: countries having an equal voice in control of their use.
student opinion."
a 50 cent deposit and $1 paid at
Only the United States and Britain could supply nuclear
the sitting. Men should wear dark
weapons to such a pool. U.S. law would have to be untended to
coats and ties; women, dark sweatcarry out the Somata plan.
ers or blouses, Miss Grainger said.
fur
.Vslt posiApplicat
COMMINIST SUMMIT MEETING CONTINUES
LONDON I UPD ’the must important Conuminist summit cum tions notiNt ht I li,’ul i tomorrow
tio. I "liege 1 Moon. 315 M.
ierence since the war was still in session yesterday’ and was preparing a major manifesto on the future course of international com- Ninth st.. warned ASK Pres. Pat
Met leitaloan.
munism. according to diplomatic dispatches front Moscow.
Posit ions still Open include
Plans have been made for NewReports are that the ’manifesto, expeeted to he Issued at the
that oof ASK personnel officer,
man club’s winter formal, Misty
end of this is
would proclaim the unity of tlw Commouthit
editor of Spartan front the Start,
December, Friday. Dec. 2 at 9
camp without resobing the bitter and basic ideologiral differences
sophomore representative.. and
p.m. at the Valley Swim and Racbetween Russia and Communist China,
eight other positions listed in the
quet club in San Jose.
Coll,ce Union
Vernon Brooks’ orchestra will
ENGLISH REPORTEDLY HAVE ANTI -RADAR DEVICE
provide music for dancing in an
t UPI i An Air Ministry spokesmar) yesterday deLONDON
atmosphere of "Frosty’s ice paldined to comment on a report that Britain has developed a device
ace."
radar defenses.
Bids, now on sale for $3.50 and to beat
"We do not comment on matters such as these," the spokesman
$5 for non-members, may be purchased .at Newman hall, 79 S. said.
The Sunday Dispatch reported Sunday that a Royal Aircraft.
Fifth at. from Jim Stefbnich, bid
establishment has developed a device enabling British Jet bombchairman, the Rev. John S. Durers to fly undetected mer New York, Detroit, San Francisco
yea, SJS Chaplain, or members.
The San Jose State ’Symphony
and other major U.N. "target" cities.
will play a repeat performance tonight at 8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall,
CLOSEST PRESIDENTIAL RACE EVER
candidates
major
the
two
cast
for
-Votes
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Soloist Margaret Sampson, pianin this year’s presidential election appeared today to have been more ist, will join the orchestra in
Kabalevsky’s Concerto No. 2 in G
,venly divided than ever before.
The 10 delegates to the 30111
minor. Soloist Ernest Hurler, bariAs the unofficial tabulation of the Nov, 8 balloting neared
General Council of the California
tone, will sing three select ions from
completion, the percentage by which Sen. John F. Kennedy led
State Employees assn, will discuss
operas by Mozart and Verdi
Vice Pres, Richard NI. Nixon in popular %Mrs stood today is
the council’s progress today at 1:30
fraction below the record low set in the 1884 election.
The orchestra will play the S) IT, p.m. and 3 p.m. in Morris Dailey
The difference between them was only 0.292 per cent. Kennedy -- phony No. 8 in L.), minor by Boyce
auditorium, according to Thomas
and "Les Prelteles" by Liszt.
E. Leonard, president of the local 50.146 per cent. Nixon 49.85.1 per cent.
(See review on Page 2.)
The lowest percentage margin in history was 0.300 per cent.
chapter.

the day to do that,’ he replied,
’For me, it is.’
"He related that ’When I was
in the Navy and fought for my
country, I always had Thanksgiving dinner invitations wherever I
went. Now that I’m a citizen
again, no one bothers.’
"I got busy," Dr. Herrnanns
continued, "and found at least
20 other veterans who felt similarly unwanted.
"I picked out a wealthy man,
and explained my findings. He
agreed it was unfair, and sponsored a dinner at the Lyndon
Hotel in Los Gatos.
"So as not impose on the same
person year after year. I had other patrons sponsor dinners."
Recently. Dr. Hermanns concluded, the Quaker has insisted on
being hcst to the veterans for a
number of Thanksgivi:1,- dinners,

Mystery Cement Boxes Are Part
Of Expanded Electrical System

1N1101.Eti STAGGERED
N.ggei.ed along new power
line, that flow out of the nee
S,AilehrOOM, the manholes serve a
maintenance centers.
Vie Jansen, allief engineer, explains that the manholes serve
se\ eral purposes.
One, they control the slack in
ilte lines as they fluctuate in
warm and cold weather. A second
function is to act as splicing cent/Ts .stung the power line.
LINE INDER CONSTRI’C’TION
The chief engineer reports th.,,
nm line is under construction th..;
Will connect the new engineering
building with the switchroom.
The manhole recently installed
by the Women’s gym is part of .
new line that connects the gy.
and the music building with M..
switchroom.
’When the project is completed
in January, we’ll have an electrical system more than adequate
f"1. the influx of new building,
Mr..lansen said.
Make co. cranes have been it
lag the raising and lowering .’
the Livermore firm is in charge
the entire system.

Dr.Wahlquist a
’1 uu
AA
Turkey
for
Runners
Race
Talks Today
Annual 3.13 ’Trot’ Today
OnEducation

DINNER FOR THE WINNER

Jaywalkers Beware;
Cops May Get Tough

Thanksgiving Dinner
Planned
ear
For unwanted )J3 Veterans

Giant cranes have been dropping strange cement boxes into
massive holes around campus.
Tots may have guessed these cement forms were pillboxes or
leopard traps ... but they’re common, ordinary manholes.
These manholes are a part of
the expansion of the college etc,trieal system that has become out.
dated with the construction it
new buildings on campus.

15, 1960.
ours to claim
ill be drawn.
ery effort to

office will take action against the
fraternities.
The damage and theft of statues
occured at a pledge dance sponsored by Gamma Phi Beta sorority. The fraternity men said they
were at the dance.
OM OR $10,000
According to a report in the
Monday San Jose Mercury, the
cost of statues damaged or taken
was $10,000. The Mercury listed
-
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Hayakawa Talk
To Be at Final
Seminar Session

Three Join
Publications
Committee

world wire

Only Four Days
Remain in Senior
Picture Schedule

THE INSIDE STORY

ASB Applications

Winter Formal Set
By Newman Club

SJS Symphony
Schedules Repeat
Performance

Delegates To Talk
On State Confab

%II I 5N It 1,11

Tuesda%

November

PETS DAMAGE IIINOP
WASHINGTON
ttJPl,
ca
fornia agriculture lost an estipla
ed 8177.974,144 because of
inacv
Enterd as secend class matter April 24, last year. according to
the II.
1934, at San Jose, California, under the
DeptirUnent
of
Agriculture
Cali.
act of March 3, 11119. Member
forni Nespapair Publishers’ Asin. Pub’
Open at 4 p.m. Daily
hiked duly by Associated Students of
San Jose State College wicept Sfur.
Pizza
atmosphere
day strd Sunday, during college yeas.
RON BATES
EDITOR
HOUSE
OF PIZZP.
LUCCHETTI
LYNN
BUSINESS MGR.
Iii S’s 1. 11,011511.31
Will Keener
95 Almaden Ave.
Day Editor, this issue
CY /990i
Ito .Art ItAlltor
Jim Ragsdale
News Editor
Nick Peters
The students of the San Jose Sports Editor
State Symphony, under the direclion of Gibson Walters, professor,
of music, played an excellent pro-1
gram last night in Concert Hail.1
The Symphony No. 8 in D minor
INSTALLED lorni.,
FOR ONLY
by Baroque composer, William
For High
’TH.
9.00
FRIDAY
OPEN
Boyce, was a charming "small"
Spend Touring
work for string and oboe orchestra
The strings of the orchestra sound- ,
ecl very sonorous and rich in thisl
CY 3.9766
1435 The Alameda
delightful symphony.

LITJLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Editorial

Symphony
Plays Lovely
Program

Religion in High School
Delegates to the
4 1111011 11( hit J
:.7.tates1111111 of .Ainerica S ttttt I.i suggested that high school,. teach the
lau,.iors of the worlirs major religl
Vt e reeentls eleCt..11 a Catliolk to the 11114111.14 Off ice in the
the presidetie. Throughout the eampaign. con-

oiled State,

statit reference uas made to the ramifications of lia%iiig a Cath-

((

olic. in the Mlle,.
otes %sere cast both for and against the relig’
1101 140104IIS , No
can
liou much of fin lihihul pail tile
u --tie
ed lint tint since the campaign of Al Smith has -tie Ii a
fuss been made.
To 111.015 %titers. the Catholic faith i a
its stet.
s and dark
thing. Tilt. 111:14,44n are said in Latin and the Sarimis cerenictide
.are gibberish to people who make no effort to find out what tiles
mean.
Exprei ttt such a "the dirty Jew- or "I Jelseil 10111 llow 11"
forth from the ttttt nth- of people stlio are ignorant of the
Jewish faith. During the flitter era in Gerinan, the faith hail
been made a scapegoat for all of the cotton-%
ailments. The
propaganda mosement against the Jews tS:1, one of the most efleetise of all
:rilicism of the Protetaiil faith comes f
a it hin 111111
Si 1111001.
Illt
ariou
lir:melte- criticize tine another and the
other laiththem.
of the.
The idea to hat e the histor, and po--ilds
ideologies of the religions of the world can he a wonderful thing
if presented olijeetiel% and effeetiell. I iufur-tattiiiitg might
breed tolerance.
Iii many wit% s. religion is like science, the more %oil know
about it, the less sou fear it.
The Editor

ttt ,

Paub Cycla
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Contemporary Art Exhibit Continues
The exhibit of contemporary

Library Concert
511e

041

()
Joitgerti
V-5arbectte

pit

l:et.,:ds to I,
:oday’s
lI brary concert from noon to I
pm. and 3 to 4 p.m. in the liorary study rixrdt:
N.iinond: John tathert: A
,tiainhoat Os erture.
(2opland: Symphony Nit. 3,

$ Bar -B-Q Chicken

Southern Fried Chicken,:
Home -Made Pies
All Dinners

$1.36

Burgers with Fries

S .32 $

Lunch

$1.00

ORDERS TO
TAKE OUT

,

ss
Ask for FREE Theater ,s
$
\
Ticket
,ss

$ 428 E. Santa Clara at 10th
:
.
CY 7-9698

* Watch for the Winter
Holiday Issue
MEMO

FROM

paintings titled "Museum Pur-

The

present cxiord

I’. Inca

24 works.

chase Fund" will run until Nov.

The next exhibit of the Art

29 in the Art gallery of the Art

department will be comprised of

department.

hand-woven fabrics

The fund is designed "to en-

from

Cen-

tral America and Central Asia.

artists

The display of contemporary and

through the purchase of their

ancient textiles will begin Dec.

work for a public collection."

4 and run through Dec. 17.

courage

contemporary

Thrust and Parry

Bar-B -Q Spare Ribs
Bar-B-Q Beef

CONVERT YOUR 3 -SPEED BIKE
TO A 9 -SPEED DERAILEU HRa
$18.50

ona

-

Student Admits
He Feels Safe
I I/EMU
irt the. views
:
:.embers of the economics
.,..oartment staff have appeared
..-cently in Thrust and Parr5,:,.
Their depth and perspicacity
seems obvious. The most recent
issaull on our intelligence dealt
with Mr Hutchinson’s implica:,.n that expenditures for na.onal defense cannot add appreiably
wir individual safety.
He says "the stepped lip proL:ram will involve both lethal
oid non -lethal weapons . .
.ind then asks. "Doesn’t this hit
news make you feel safer?"
I must rimless. that it certainly
does
Following this same sort of
reasorting. it would be silly for
Mr. H. to lock his house at night.
Instead. he should just go to bed
with his doors wide open. He
probably would sleep more
.sindly than most of its would
Per wearial apparel.

THE

If we still had no adequate national defense program.
Terry Seenu
ASB 1283

’Control by Parents.
Not Teachers’ Union’
f 11111 OR
hale a teachers’ union when
television could accomplish the
same end far more efficiently?
Would it not be better for one
person to teach each subject
than to have hundreds of ’teachers across the country confusing our children? There would
no longer be any varied beliefs.
"teachers who deviate from the
norm ..." or "improperly taught
subjects."
Now we could have true nationwide standardization. just
as Mr. Harrison ,Thrust and
Parry of Nos:. 181 thinks a
teachers’ union would be able
to do.
Our "long suppressed teach -

hf$a, decors and either Hawaiian needs
VISIT
(Montgomery

HAWAIIAN SHOP

CY 5-7066
Open 1.0 :0
5:30

Spentemaiiii

Hotel Bldg.)

26 W. San Antonio St.
San Jose
Thurs. ’Til 9:00 P.M.

Daily

big class" has an obligation to
the community and to the nation. They are most influential
since they shape the minds of
our future leaders and the minds
of men whose ideas cause our
nation to surge ahead. A person
with such enormous powers must
be controlled only by the community- by the parents of those
they teach.
On rare occasions it seems
some teachers have had unfair
judgment passed upon them,
hut far more destructive judgment could he passed by a
teachers’ union. A teacher could
be denied membership in ib,.
union thus .disregarding con-.
tutional rights. Which is
lesser of two evils, commur.
or union?
A teachers’ union could o,
end this tragic way. Teach,:
will become robots, all thinkin..:
alike, teaching alike and producing people who also think
alike.
1 hope that in the future
sound judgment will prevail and.
unlike Mr. Harrison’s "Dawn
of a New Era," there will be
no union.
Jam,. I’. Francis
ASK 151182

In contrast to the "smallness"
of the Boyce, the Nahalevsky concerto was massive. Soloist Margaret Sampson played exceller
in the very difficult solo part. I,
is easy to see how Kabalevsky, tm
contemporary Russian composer.
among the few to escape cell,.
of the central committee of the
Communist party. This Concerto
was traditional enough to be understood by the "people" but was
still modern in nusal and harmony.
Ernest Butler, baritone soloist.
was very well received by the
audience, particularly for his second selection, the scene and aria..
"lima Fatale del Mb o Destino"
from the third act of Verdi’s "La
Forza del Destino."
Buder possesses a rich and vibrant voice. He also sang a comic
aria by the hirdcatcher Papagenol
from Mozart’s "Magic Flute" in
which Papageno is wishing he
could trap pretty girls instead of
birds and make one his wife.
Vieni alla Finestra," a seren,vi,
sung by Don Giovanni, from
zart’s Don Giovanni was his
number.
The very beautiful sympho,
poem. "Les Preludes" of Liszt
the final work on the progr.
This orchestral work is a series
mood pictures including some sv
melodious string passages
dramatic brass sections.
A capacity audience heard tr
program.

First in
formal wear
since 1906

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

1900

Est.

RENTALS

’. SAN JOSE
75 So. 2nd St,
CY 4.2322
-..
8 31 r
SMI FIANCISCO

’18

SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
$18.00 rental applies to purchase p’.,
of any rnaolUne if you decid to buy
EASY PAYMENT PLAN --

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Fret’

24 S. SECOND ST.

Parking

CYprry, 3 ,3353

Relax from the pressures of a textbook
world
for a delightful change in pace
Find new pleasure you never really el.
. . in the pages of rcalsg
pected
novels ... In the inspirational works of
authors whose names are so families,
yet so neglected. New pleasurable hours
in the hobby you learned in a hoots.
doit book. Lose yourself for a few houu
each week behind the pages of 4 fesci.
nafing book and find pleasurethat you
forgot ever esisted.

Best SIlar
Reprints
For Less

OPEN III
9.00 P.M.

Oe 0K SHOP

THURSDAY

CY ssSIt

119 E San Fernando B4ween 3rd 5 ersi S.,

SIMPLE SIMON

THE

PIZZA
PIEMAN

SAYS:

Spend "THANKSGIVING EVE" Here

FUN FOR ALL
Free Entertainment 8 p.m. to I p.m.
BIG

TURKEY RAFFLE

MOAK
SALES

REMINGTON

- iffireff

"pri

FORMAL
WEAR

ROYAL

UNDERWOOD

CORONA

Wednesday Night

9 p.m. and 11 p
AND WIN

BE PRESENT . . .

P.S.: We Will Be Closed All Day THANKSGIVING DAY
11 00

OAKLAND

MIELE, SACRAMENTO
SAN MATEO !’*LO ALTO
SAN TOSE

ALUM

Open From
’til 2:00 A.M.

Hope to Sec
YOU Soon

A.M.

1897
ROCK

AVE

Are any of these your questions?
Music Literature
Features Mozart

RAY K. FARRIS. C.i U

Short course
in lifelong
economics for
college seniors!
If you are soon ’ening to
graduate, you’ll be interested in learning about New
York Life’s program of life
insurance especially suitable
for college students.
Several attractive plans are
available for you to chomut
from. And because you STO
young and still a student,
you enjoy the money-saving
advantage of low premium
rates. What’s more, through
my personal arrangement
you can defer payment of
the first premium until after
you graduate.

Mozart’s Piano Concerto Ni,.
20 in D minor will be featured
in tomorrow’s Survey of Musk:
Literature class at 11:30 a.m.
in Concert Hall.
Performer will be Dick Wood If, a student of William .1.
’rhe performances of the class

n
How eon I get a good
job without haring (rug (
businesa experience

.,10 open to any interested Stu1’
r

in!!

can I get a P,1)
’411 make uae of
,.11rge training

or visit

RAY K. FARRIS, CLU

ecunpul Representative

New York Life
II

Insurance Company
_
490 N. First 54.
CY 4-1013

Ient

Tried
Regular
Filter
Tried
Cigarettes?
Other
Menthol
Cigarettes?

NOW! Come lip.. .All The Way Up

Get all the valuable facts on
New York Life’s attractive,
low cost way to firainrial .o.
eurity. Send for your free
copy of the informsti.o
booklet, "It’s Your Mo.
Joe..."

write ... phone ...

-11.,

i,rlendson. professor of music.

Do! hare to Irrt?,;
I yni»g and phorthond
get good -paying
work

to

Interested in working sith the
public? Our Gladys’ ’howler will
be at the placement Ace to tell
you about the gnod-paving
positions we offer to college
Vets. NO experience needed

Iii hr oil rain puts
11000 in bring you
the anstwera you want
to hear
I %ell traits %fill ill 11111 1,1 ’
See the plaeentimi Offi. I no,
for an appointment NA Print,:11.
das. \mend,.

Tk Pacific Telephone

SQUAW VALLEY STATE PARK’S
NEW LOW COST RESORT HOTEL
.iron the fun at Olunslur Vollas:,
it,. !scenic ranIne svontlrlanri
.
Squaw Vella’’, site of the 19440 Win
Olympic Games Ohs: mists. runs
vast slopes for novices, indoor nos
outdoor skein-seell withm walk mg &donee. Music nightly. Dane
ins Rcatitiftel cafeteria All pulsate
rniqn. 4441r1ruible $10 triple
SKI WISE SPECIAL: Sun stwougn
night for the price of 4 .
Thom
TIOMS: Olympic Village.
Squaw %Wiry State Park. Tahoe.
or call local Glen W
Cuv.
Fawcett office. or one travel agent
special San Jose Representalis
228 C,inot, .5,..
Moo- I;
p rit
1’4

to the MENTHOL MAGIC
of KOOL!
When

ycntr ’

’o

yra)

for a change,,
remember: Only Kool
no regular filter cigarette,
no other menthol cigarettc
gives you real Menthol Md,T,:’
it’s time

YOU FEE!. A
NEW SMOOTHNESS
DEEP IN YOUR THROAT!
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SJS Poloists Wrap Up Season
With Treasure Island Tourney
I
ii1,;
A Oh
:der Polo
Slate College
1011111111111111 secured. 1r1 Line
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last lime ibis sea.
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tlie llireeallas Treasure
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team, twice conquelors ut the iii
cats this year.
A victory would have mosiil
them into the winner’s bracket
of the tourney and given them is
shot at the Olympic Club "B"
team or the Athens Club.
A 14
to the 11131n would ena
drew
able the Spartans to 111111141.
the Spartan poloists
night’s
I
last
the Moulin ttttt int ulth nothlough assignment in
"A’
lug better than ii I
th place
opening round in the Cal

iii’’

Little or No Waiting
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purcha:e pr.ce
cid to buy.

MACS Crewcut Kings

PLAN -

co.
:Ypr ess i

textbook

MACS

from

Building

BARBER SHOP
2

E.

San
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Three Brown Belt Four SE Kickers
Judo Stars Shine and InF All Star Match
Tam

lipasure-0,

Best Sell.,
Reor;rot
For L..
CY 5 5513
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I p.m.

finish. Results will app.
In
Wedniiialay’i, paper.
San Jose was the scourge of (Bel
State College tournament in the
opening round of play, blasting’.
San Fernanclo Valley state, 34-4.1
Even while trying to keep the:
score down, the Spartans scoredi
:it will. In fact, the SJS poloists
played the final four minutes with
is, rather than the Customary
Ten.
TIWN battled I
behind to
edge host San Franeiseo state
lii It,, second round, X-7, after
a slow Mart Saturday.
’
Trailing 7-4 with three minutes
ianaining, San Jose bounced back
ith four straight goals to sew it
but the effort it took was too
:itch, and the Spartans dropped
’lie title to Long Bench state. 7-5,
’ter in the evening.
Lambert, in his first season at
’he poloists’ helm, praised his
,ilutimen who, "did much better
lian I expected." Lambert said,
They adapted real well to my
:yle of play. and I don’t want any sic to get the impression I’m unliwisrilh thew "

Open 8.6 p.m. 6 days a

1 11
IN

SAVE
gal.
2c&Ipel
92+ Octane Reg. -100+ Octane Ethyl
Examples of year-around oil prices:
Shell x-1 00, Quaker State, Triton, Veedol,
qt. can 38c
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 50c
Castrol
19c
100 Eastern Bulk, qt.
$1.98
5 -gal. Sealed Can, 100 Eastern
package 22c
Cigarettes

20% STATIONS
6th & Keys

-

p.m.

-

judo

-Mietawaltrp..40/a....00,17)

Hope to See
YOU Soon
PHONE
CL 1-3310

tournament

in San

Fran-

J,PC Bitt-

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

DON’T GO TO EUROPELiIi
pnsive

flock of shear, on o firol4
tour visiting 24 countries

".

9

d’t0 GO TO EUROPE th NSA’ vn,
a lowcost, meaningful, student to
travel program combining the best
meets of tour triatitil with independent
travel
For information: Visit 11..4w...tows NSA
officg First F10414 Loungit, Stephens Union
or write visit or c11 regional NSA office
2141 Shattuck Avon. TH 1.5154.
Ssodefif AsSOciiffion is

HOLE PITCH

and

PUTT
50c

Student Rate

Spec al pr,ce on driving reno
students.
See Jose’s most complete
golfing center
10TH & TULLY

ROAD

.......
new arrivals .

. in

SWEATERS

Track Meeting
Spa rtan t ritek

TOUCHDOWN OR BUST--Spartan fullback Johnny "Touchdown" Johnson (25) escapes clutches of last Idaho tackler on
way towards dazzling 54-yd, run in 22-20 win over Vandals Friday. It was the sophomore’s 10th TD of the season, as he shook
off a mid -season injury to collect 120 yds. rushing.

1.0111.11 Bud
er has urged all praspertise
.rthletes and managers 41f the

1961 freshman and varsits cin- ’
der 6.11111\ t41 attend a hrlel rneet
IPig tonight In
14:2411 at 7:30.

eaktna44

300 Entered;
Starts at 12:30
(Continued 1r
Page I
duck will go to the first tlwee
iinishers. respectively.
ATO has entered 65 men in the
’rot. Sigma Chi has registered 62. Delta Upsilon 56, Theta Chi 51;
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 44. Phi Sigm
:Kappa 39. Sigma No 14. Pi Kapp
!Alpha 13 and Lambda Chi Alpha 7
Delta Sigma Phi and Theta Xi
will enter the greek relay only,
along with ATO, DU, SAE. Sigma
Chi, Theta Chi, PiKA. Sigma No
and Phi Sigma Kappa.
Local weathermen have predicted clear skies today tor both
events.

bestir yourself!
Atirrour ge

’t.to 91ouer

Aininft Aour

5-4

.11

Bouquets

10th &

Santa

Clara

4-

to 11

10

cpartan
calute

COURTESY DISCOUNTS
TO STUDENTS
Open Mon. & Thurs. Nights
’Til 9 p.m.

United Radio &
TV Supply Co.

DIAL

BOAT NECKS
CREW NECKS
HI V NECKS
CARDIGANS

a large selection to choose from
11.95 up

1590

KLIV

Wholesale Distributors
INDOOR SPORT
The first
NEW YORK I UPI
indoor football game in history
was played Dec. 28. 1902, in the
old Madison Square Garden. Syra(Ilse. with Glenn (Pop: Warner
at guard. defeated the Philadelphia
bef,itai .1)041 fans.
National.

Wr-PP.91

LISTEN
TONIGHT

Corsages

CV 2-0462

n-l-t-AFR

ELECTRONIC PARTS
HI -F1 EQUIPMENT

osRer’s

11111n I.
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CV 8-1212

Center
Roberts Hook

TOWN & COUNTRY SHOP
Stevens Creek I A
Mon.. Thur.,
; 30

Parking

-p.irtan

I.

1425 W. San Carlos

Machine.

CAMPUS SHOP
SO SOUTH FOURTH
THUR. III 9
-t t
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Safe Holiday Driving
Starts With A Brake
trouble ire., Ch4-’stmas weekbrake system inspected by competent
iipecialists who have the skill and expenence to do a safe,
Students
sure job. Yager and Silva have been ,,ervind
erviC0
for over 25 years. A complete brake shop a

during the Thanksgiving holidays
select your clothing and furnishings
AT OUR UNIVERSITY SHOP

roil

urn,

rarefree,

car 5

Hni,-,a1 repairs are y-wf

and see Yager and Silva for your brake
inspection and repairs . . . Our service is expert . .
our rates modest.

Stop in today

In our New York, IL .11, Chicago and
We-’t Coast stores.. .and this year in our
newest branch in Pittsburgh...an interest-.
big selection of good looking suits, sport-,
we.ir, evening clothes and outerwear awaits
your s isit. Nlade to our exacting sped tication- in size, 35 to 42...and all moderately
priced for such tine clothing.

WE CHECK THESE POIN1S
Symptoms- Probably Causes
I.

2. Pedal goes all the way to floorboard
Ni-rrsa: lining wear.
, hydraulic fluid.

I .1111Z (,g

k I \ 111,11. III 10, \ \l’,ELFC
1.11 1,111 0t.11 1.111i,1.0
ta.1-11 SOAK Ilt..111,
r.T..22"...T.dalr-e--agt"..CAIIIIP-CLASPer_AarTTAIIPF-C,dagr-f!Altyv

are defectivc.

C
r
3.

Vv’or!,

5. Grabbing brakes.
ImoroPer
Lining’, scaled with 11,11 or,’
fluid or area
6. Car pulls to one side.

.I russ of pressure.

7. Fading brakes
4. Podal must be pumped.
,PCI
11..111111,1.

SSTAGUSNED

reltraw
-crotHitio0
rnishings,Nats ArShOti

the pedal spongy or rubbery?

in brake system.
Improper shoe adjustment,

Threw/ .1 rem $80 Outerwear, from $ t 5
db., $75 ll’oi.tedriamiel Odd TrouserJ,$21.50

/VOA’S

Is

A.,

$70 to $R0 Sport Jai-kets,$

Rims

r’_

represent the Spartans in the an noel North -South All -Star game
tonight at 8 p.m. in an Fralleifteir
state’s (’ox stadium.
IThe quartet will toinbine with
i soccer players from Santa nal a.
, Stanford. and Cal Aggies Ii, comprise the south squad, while law
!S.E. state. L’SF. and CCSF
form the northern "ppu.ition

thruWv.,

Be assured of
end. Have your

PROOUCM

SJS

Felice

The three Spartans proved themselves in brown belt competition
it the Judo club as Liston threw
:our opponents to earn second de :Wee brown belt status and a second place finish in the tourney.
Felice also became a second lie nee brown better by throwing a
pair of foes and Weaver
’bird degree brown belt wit!) a pri.

10th L Taylor

5IYING DAY

1114111..
Salt!

Alan

i:DX(1.

Turkey Trot

4th & Williams

Lisiut,,

c;reg Weaver all improved their taglini, Abdul Mashal. Diem*: Depositions in Sunuay’s Promotional meter. and Jerre Koopman will

are so familiar.

pleasurable how!
Red is
hoe-ro.
If for few
pages of A
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Serve You Better
Right Next

Tuesday. November 22, if;cn

’GET OFF MY BACK’

Student
Perking
Rates

25 Year
Serving
State

Students

YAGER & SILVA SHELL SERVICE
CORNER 4TH & SAN FERNANDO

r.

-

I

...Pant 1% tlttt.T

Tuesday. Nos erotic’
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Editorial

Religion in High School
1)elegate- to the ailifornia Coos entimi of the tumor
Wen of America S
las sin:I.:esti:41 that high r-ehool- teach the
Motors of the %solid’s major religion..
e recentls elm:Ifni a Catholic to the highly.’ office iii the
II niter’ States the presidenes. Throughout the eampaign. VOW
Maid reference 44.4- 111.1.11 to the ramilicat’ s of !lasing a Catholic in the office.
otes %ten’ rds1 1.0111 for and against the r..lig’ . not Kew
sleds . No .... EMI
III Ill :11111:11 taIt the
issue plaetl. but not -Mee the campaign of .11
lias stud’ a
fuse been made.
To 111.111 %mei-. the Catholic faith
a iiissi..ririus and dark
thing. ’no. 111:1,O." are said in Latin and the L at’ s ceremonies
are gibberish to people sslio eitake no effort to find Out what
mean.
Express’ s such as -the dirty Jew- or "I jewed him down"
pour forth from the MOO111, of people w
are ignorant of the
Jewish faith. During the Miler era in Germans_ the faith hail
been made .1 scapegoat for .111 of the emintrs’s ailment-. The
propaganda itiosement against the Jun - is as
of the 1110‘i
ItIt%t’ of all time.
Criticism of the Protestant faith
s In
within and
ss itl
t. The sarimis branches criticize title another and
i.ther faiths tritiiiz. llitnt.
The idea to base the histors and wassails .011/1. Of the basic
ideologies of the religions of the ss orld 14111 h. u limillvrf ad thing
if presented objectisely and effeetisely. I. inlerstanding might
breed tolerance.
In many %sass. religion is like ocience. the more viol know
about it. the le-- sou fear it.
The Editor

5/1 t’
$

1,!

()

1 (1 CPI

$ Bar -B -Q Chicken
Bar -B-Q Spare Ribs
,
Bar-B -Q Beef
Fried Chicken;,
,. Southern
’ Home -Made Pies ;
S

$
All Dinners
’5S1.36
.
. Burgers with Fries $ .32 $
sz
.
$1.00 .
;. Lunch
.’s
.
.
ORDERS TO
S
TAKE OUT

S

i: Ask for FREE Theater .
.:,
S. .,
Ticket
.,
.,’

$ 428 E. Santa Clara at 10th S
.
CT 7-9698
.:
,.
1.0-,.",,,A,..,.,,,....,..........,,,,,,.,.......",.,..,.....,

* Watch for the Winter
Holiday Issue
FROM

PFTM DAMAGE f’8OP91
WASHINGTON 1UPli cal

roenia agriculture lost an mufti

ed $177074.144 because of inset,
Entered as wend
Last year, according to the
11:
1934, at San Jos*, California, under th Deparunent of
Agriculture.
act of March 3, 1179. Member California Newspaper Publish...a’ Assn. Pub.
Open at 4 p.m. Daly
lithatt daily by Associated Students of
San Jobs State College ’inept Sabre.
Pizza
atmosphere
day ard Sunday, during college year.
RON BATES
EDITOR
HOUSE
OF PIZZA
LUCCHETTI
LYNN
MGR.
BUSINESS
ISL DEANNE BOOMER
Will Keener 19S Almaden Ave.
Day Editor, this issue
Cy /4901
l’ine Arts Editor
Jim Ragsdle
News Editor
Peters
Nick
Editor
The. stuuents of the San Jose Sports
_ _

State Symphony, under the direction of Gibson Walters, professor
of music, played an excellent program last night in Concert Hall.
The Symphony No. 13 in D minor
by Baroque composer, William
Boyce. was a charming "small"
work for string and oboe orchestra.
The strings of the orchestra sounded very sonorous and rich in this
delightful symphony.
In contrast to the "smallness
of the Boyce, the Kabalevsky COOcerto was massive. Soloist Margaret Sampson played excellently
in the very difficult solo part. It
[.j..13311
is easy to see how Kabalevsky, a
contemporary Russian composer, is
1604,
’YOU TO KNOW I’VE ALWAY5 HAD, THE GREATE6T
among the few to escape censure
RESPECT fOR11-1. COLLE6E DE4REE 1.ANT11.
Yal GOT
of the central committee of the
Communist party. This ’Concerto
was traditional enough to be understood by the "people" but was
still modern in mood and harmony
Ernest Ruder, baritone soloist
The exhibit of contemporary
The present exhibit features
was very well received by the
paintings titled "Museum Pur24 works.
audience, particularly for his secchase Fund" will run until Nov.
The next exhibit of the Art ond selection, the scene and aria.
29 in the Art gallery of the Art
department will be comprised of "Erna Fatale del Alio Destino"
Records to be heard in today’s
department.
hand-woven fabrics from Cen- from the third act of Verdi’s "La
library concert from noon to 1
Forza del Destino."
p.m. and :i to 4. p.m. in the litral America and Central Asia.
The fund is designed "to enRuder possesses a rich and vibrary study room:
The
display-of contemporary and brant voice. He also sang a comic
courage contemporary artists
Almond. John Gilbert: A
ancient textiles will begin Dec. aria by the birdcatcher Papageno
through the purchase of their
Steamboat Oserture.
from Mozart’s -Magic Flute" in
Copland Si niphony No. 3.
work for a public collection."
4 and run through Dec. 17.
which Papageno is wishing he
could trap pretty girls instead of
birds and make one his wife. "Deli
Vieni alla Finestra." a serenade
sung by Don Giovanni. from Mozart’s Don Giovanni was his last
if
we
still
had
no
adequate
naing
class"
has
an
obligation
to
number.
Student Admits
tional defense program.
the community and to the naThe very beautiful symphonic
He Feels Safe
Iris Seems
tion. They are most influential poem, "Les Preludes" of Liszt was
EDITOR
the. views
1283
since they shape the minds of the final work on the program
: members of the economics
our future leaders and the minds This
work is a series of
aepartment staff have appeared
’Control by Parents, of men whose ideas cause our moodorchestral
pictures including some vers:
..scently in Thrust and Parr.
nation to surge ahead. A person melodious string passages ami
Not Teachers’ Union’ With
Their depth and perspicacity
such enormous powers must dramatic brass sections.
EDITOR
Why should we
seems obvious. The most recent
he controlled only by the comA capacity audience heard the
base a teachers’ union when
assault on our intelligence dealt
munity --by the parents of those program.
television
could
accomplish
the
with Mr Hutchinson’s implicathey teach.
same end far more efficiently?
:ion that expenditures for naOn rare occasions it seems
Would
it
not
be
better
for
one
11,.nal defense cannot add appresome teachers have had unfair
person
to
teach
each
subject
,mbly to 11,11’ individual safety.
judgment pas.sed upon the’
than to have hundreds of teachHe says "the stepped up prohut far more destructive judgthe
across
country
ers
confusgram will involve both lethal
ment could he passed by a
our
children?
There
would
ing
cit non -lethal LLeapins .
teachers’ union. A teacher could
no
longer
be
any
varied
beliefs.
md then asks. "Doesn’t this bit
be denied membership in the
, .,1 news make you feel safer?"
"teachers: who deviate from the
union thus .disregarding constinorm ..." or "improperly taught
I must confess. that it certainly
tutional rights. Which is th.
OFirst in
subjects."
does.
lesser of two evils, community
formal wear
Now we could have true naFollowing this same sort of
or union?
since 1906
tionwide standardization, just
reasoning. it would be silly for
A teachers’ union could only
as Mr. Harrison ’Thrust and
Mr. H. to lock his house at night.
end this tragic way. Teachers
Parry of Nr-. 151 thinks a
Instead, he should just go to bed
will become robots, all thinking
would
He
open.
teachers’
union
be
able
wide
with his doors
alike, teaching alike and pr.,
do.
more
to
probably would sleep
ducing people who also think
riur "long suPPresse4
irot if ji., would
alike.
I hope that in the future
IN SAN JOSE
75 So. 2nd St.
sound judgment will prevail and.
For wearing apparel, gifts. decors and ether Hawaiian needs
VISIT
CY 4-2322
unlike Mr. Harrison’s "Dawn
fli
5^_
r
(Montgomery
of a New Era," there will be
THE
Hotel Bldg.)
SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND
no union.
San Jose
.1.
F. Francis
CY 5.7066 26 W. Sari Antonio 5+.
BERKELEY SACRAMENTO
5!415 1.1(1,41
Thurs. ’Til 9:00 P.M.
Open 10:00 - 5:30 Daily
SAN MATEO PALO ALTO SAN JOSE

CONVERT YOUR 3-SPEED BIKE
TO A 9-SPEED DERAILEUR
FOR ONLY $18.50 INSTALLED
Per High
Spied Touring

OPEN FRIDAY ’TIL 9:00

Hill CI’mbing

&tub (4cle4
CY 3-9766

1435 The Alameda

CORONA

UNDERWOOD

rwANT

Contemporary Art Exhibit Continues

Grouter tete Ie

Est. 1900

ROY AL

REMINGTON

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
$1 8
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
A
818.00 rental applies to ppuLrckNaie
of airy machine if you decid to bu y
EASY PAYMENT

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
24 S. SECOND ST.

Free Parking

CYpress 3b383

Library Concert

01(1

L.5:11.12ctlte

MEMO

((

Symphony
Plays Lovely
Program

Si2a2teut2)adii
...01,simaummiwor
class matter April 24,

Relax from the pressures of a textbook
world
for a delightful change in pace
Find new pleasure you never eelly
peeled . . . in the pages of excitimi
novels . . . in the inspirational works of
authors whose names are so familiar,
yet so neglected. New pleasurable helm
in the hobby you learned in
howae,
doit book. Los yourself for a few hours
each week behind the pages of a fesdj.
eating book and find pleasurethat you
forgot ever existed.

Thrust and Parry

FORMAL
WEAR
MILOK

SALES RENTALS

HAWAIIAN SHOP

Best Seller
Reprints

OPFN ’Ill
9:00 P.M.
THURSDAY

NOK SHOP

For Lau
CY 5.5513

il9 E. San Fernando Between 3rd & 411. Sts

SIMPLE SIMON

THE PIZZA
PIEMAN

SAYS:

Spend "THANKSGIVING EVE" Here

FUN FOR ALL
Free Entertainment 8 p.m. to I

TURKEY"

p.m.

GRAFFLE

Wednesday Night
9 p.m. and 11 p.m.
BE PRESENT . . . AND WIN
P.S.: We Will Be Closed All Day THANKSGIVING DAY

Open From
11 00 A.M. ’til 2:00 A.M.
1897
ALUM ROCK AVE.

Hope to See
YOU Soon
PHONE
CL 1-3310

Are any of these your questions?
Music Literature
Features Mozart

RAY K FARRIS. C.1 U

Short course
in lifelong
economics for
college seniors!
If you are soon going to
graduate, you’ll be interested in learning about New
York f.ife’s program of life
insurance especially suitable
for college students.
Several attractive plans are

available fir you to choose
from. And because you are
young and still a student,
you enjoy the money-.aving
advantage of low premium
rates. What’s more, through

Nlozart’s Piano 1:oneerio No
21) in D minor will be featured
in tomorrow’s Survey of Music
Literature class at 1130 a.m. 1
in Concert Hall.
Performer will be Dick Woodruff, a student of William .1

How con I get a good n
job without haring nog (
r rprrrr,,,r

Erlendson, professor of music.
The performances of the etas.,
are open to any interested

WhPrr (II), I g(f ri job
th (if will »rake use of
-mg (.611r r I rnining

my Personal arrangement
you can defer payment of
the first premium until after
you graduate.
Get all the valuable farts on
New York Life’s attractiv,,,
low cost way to financial to.

NOW!

minty send for your

SQUAW VALLEY STATE PARK’S

espy of the inforinati..,

NEW LOW-COST RESORT HOTEL

booklet, "It’s Your ikfre e,

wife . . . phone . . . or visit
RAY K. FARRIS, CLU

Campus Roprostintallvo

New York Life
Insurasce Company
490 N. F1rit St.
CY 4-1013

Amealimw._

Tried
Regular
Filter
Tried
Cigarettes?
Other
Menthol
Cigarettes?

Do! ha re In fru’,
typing and short hn»r1
to got good-paying
work

eb
(

Interested in working with the

public? Our Gladys Snwler will
Ise at the placement office to tell
you about the goorl-paLing
positions we offer to rolleise
sal*. No experience needed

0,1 rrronpria

snon to bring you
the answers you wont
to hear
1101 train snii .0 full lia%
see the pla,eitwili "(ft i

WO,

for di
rids

4

.1111,,Oltti4 oII

edn,...

.er

Pacific Telephone

Come Up...All The Way Up
to the MENTHOL MAGIC
of KOOL !

Join the fon at Olympic- Village in
the scenic winter wonderland of
Sinew Valley. nap of the ISO Win
ler Olympic Came, Ols mpic runs.
WITI elopers for novice,. indoor and
outdoor skatingall within walk
ing distance. Manic nightly Denting Reautiftil cafeteria All prisale
room, RR &whir $10 triple
SKI west( SPECIAL: Sun monists
Thum 5 night, for the prii ot 4
SCSI
IONS 01 ymin,
Squaw VnlInV Slate Park. Tabor.
City, Calif.. or call local Glen
Fawcett office; or see travel agent

it’s time for a change.
remember: Only Kool
no regular filter cigarette,
no other menthol cigarette
give.> you real Menthol Magic!

Special San Jove Representatise
Doug Fox. 228 Carlton Ase.
Lie; Gatos: Phone Ii-? p.m.
EL 6.4921
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SJS Poloists Wrap Up Season
With Treasure Island Tourney
1.1,, 11111-I, III
.iollego A awlint1111:111W1111 .v1.1’111’141. %Ii I.i1111dim,’ ill111 the
berra aquamen
Iasi tinic tlucma
rad fur
Treasure
oil
s esWaled I 4444 rnie that
(las.
’rite Spartan polinsts drew a
tough assignment in last night’s
opening round in the Cal "A’

icy
cil 1111. locals this year.
A victory would have ITIOVell
them into the winner’s bracket
of the tourney and given them a
shot at the Olympic Club "It"
team or the Athens Club.
A loss to the 1114Irs would en11,10;

lit

able the Sparta n% to emerge
Ire,,,, the tournament still, nothing better than a fourth ibliaer

Little or No Waiting

CV 3-9766
EMINGTON
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San

all improved their I intim. Abdul Mashal, Dietmar Dein Sunuay’s Promotional meter, and Jerre Koopman--will
Judo tournament in San Fran- l represent the Spartans in the annual North-South All-Star game
Leeson.
tonight at 8 p.m. in San Francisco
The three Spartans proved them- state’s Cox stadium.
selves in brown belt competition
The quartet will combine with
the judo club as Liston threw , soccer players from Santa flat a.
four opponents to earn second de- , Stanford. and Cal Aggies te, comgree brown belt status and a sec- prise the south squad, while law
ond place finish in the tourney.
S.F. state. USK and CCSE ci
Felice also became a second tee- I form the nort hern opposit
gree brown belter by throwing ie
pair of foes anti Weaver toe,!
third degree brown belt with a pie.
FAIRGROUNDS
ea throws,.

(keg

is IIIappear in
Wietheiesdeos valwre
San Jose was the scourge of lie’
State College tournament in the
opening round of play. blasting’
San Fernando Valley state, 34-4.1
Even while trying to keep the
score down, the Spartans scored
at will. In fact, the SJS poluistsj
played the final four minutes with ,
\
Slither than the customary
in men.
They battled from behind to
edge host san Franeiseo state.
in the second round, 8-’1, after
a slow start Saturday.
Trailing 7-4 with three minute,
emaining, San Jose bounced back
ah four straight goals to sew it
ee but the effort it took was too
Alen and the Spartans dropped
lie title to Long Beach state, 7-5,
aer in the evening.
Lambert. in his first season at
ne poloist s’ helm, praised his
eidamen who, "did much better
!teen I expected." Lambert said.
l’hey adapted real well to rm.
’yle of play, and I don’t want am
ele to get the impression I’m on-

DON’T GO TO EUROPEnvvLii flock of thep on a grosip

.
pensive tour visiting 24 countries
dors
DO GO TO EUROPE the NSA war
a losircott, meaningful, sbekhret CO steo,r
wee& program combining the best ele
monis of tour travel with independent
travel
For information: Visit thecMbus
office, First Floor Lounge, Stephns Jrov
or write. visit or call regional NSA office
21St Shattuck Avenue, TM I5154.
the National Student Assocition is
.

loft Sol’.
Rprinr
For Lou
CV 5.5513
s.

Bad %%infer has urged all prosperthe
it 1,1,0’s and numnagers of Ito’
1961 freshman and varsitv cinder leallts fee :kttend
brief nwellog tonight In 11(:2111 st 730.

THE PIZZA
PIEMAN
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6th Re Keys
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Corsages
(Continued from Page I)
Bouquets
a duck will go to the first three
finishers. respectively.
ATO has entered 65 men in thee CV 2-0462 10+h & Santa Clara
Trot. Sigma Chi has registered 62.,
Delta Upsilon 58, Theta Chi 56.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 44, Phi ShohY
COURTESY DISCOUNTS
Kappa 38. Sigma Net 14, Pi Kappa
TO STUDENTS
Alpha 13 and Lambda Chi Alpha 7. ’
Open Mon. & Thurs. Nights
Delta Sigma Phi and Theta Ni
will enter the greek relay only.
’Til 9 p.m.
along with ATO, DU, SAE, Sigma
Chi, Theta Chi. PiKA. Sigma Nu
and Phi Sigma Kappa.
Local weathermen have predicted clear skies today for both
events.
Wholesale Distributors

11 p.m.

I

IVING DAY

-alger;

.Ablgen.,

...4201:1-eliffr-OwrofP’0.420,7i)

lope to See
YOU Soon
PHONE
CL 1.3310

was played Dec. 28. 1902, in the
old Madison Square Garden. Syracuse, with Glenn !pope Warner
at guard, defeated the Philadelphia
Nationals. 6-0. before 3000 fans.
.
--

ELECTRONIC PARTS
HI -Fl EQUIPMENT
CV 8-1212
1425 W. San Carlos

AT OUR UNIVERSITY SHOP

1
j
i

vi

LISTEN
TONIGHT
10 to 11

4

i

wkiw
BOAT NECKS
CREW NECKS
HI V NECKS
CARDIGANS

cpaPtan

calute

a large selection to choose from
11.95 up

DIAL 1590

KLIV
designed for sew
stale College
S I’ \ s I Ill s
Modern Offiee Mielliensleartion Parking Ienter
Beeleere. Reeds
1. sillier

osRer’s
CAMPUS SHOP
50 SOUTH FOURTH
THUR ’Tn. 9

TOWN & COUNTRY
Stevens Creek &
Mon., Thur., Fr, r

Stop in today and see Yager and Silva for your brake
inspection and repairs . . . Our service is expert ...
our rates modest.

In ow \cw )airk, Boston, Chicago and
West c oast stores...and this year in our
newest branch in Pittsburgh...an interest-,
Ing selection of good -looking suits, sport-,
wear, evening clothes and outerwear awaits
our % isit. Made to our exacting ,pecilica- .
lions in sizes 35 to 42.. and all moderately
priced for such line clothing.

WE CHECK THESE POIN1S
Symptoms - Probably Causes
I.

-.’-’’’0---Ager-e-Atar-eAser-e.ar-ttAar-c.ase.4117"1!/111,!....417

r

-r

or rubbery?

Imp

A!,

-11

in

1 rims

V Orr’
Air it

.

2. Pedal goes all the way to floorboard.
Norr,..1 lining weer.
fl,,;
La 1-,-een’

Suits, $70 to $811 Sport Jaekett, $50
Thr,rnal,, (rout Pill Outerwear, from $ l 5
Tuk,I, , $ , ) ii a ,ted Hams./ Odd Trouser, $21.50

Ca.t’lL:0 ir IN fliCe"
ljno rurnishillgo,lials:(Shots

Is the pedal spongy

A

.y..tern.

5. Grabbing brakes.
Improoer shoe ridjw.tmrLining oiled ,witk
6. Car pulls to one sid,

nf
/.

Pedal iisiv,1 her
Student
Parking
Rates

Z5 Years
Serving
State Students

!

k,t
%NT %%A, , Y, 1 R \
Pil1 I Si , tTlft.
L.
I
WI s I slAt’s Ill s FREE I. LC), \\I .1 IS
sk kiieh 110,104 ell fsisi Pc.II 1111C04,0
PoODUCNI

4

ISTASLIS14110 MS

r--
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eilift bred hour
IN OTI-4P wnaost

Be assured of a carefree trouble free Ctr’stmas weekend. Have your cars brake system inspected by competent
..pecialists who have the skill and experience to do a safe,
sure job. Yager and Silva have been serving State Student;
for over 25 years. A complete brake ;hop arm a expert .,01-v4re
anri mechanical repairs are ynuf gul,anme of satisfaction.

during.the Thanksgiving holidays
select your clothing and furnishings

Up

,A_9//t/Prelt

Safe Holiday Driving
Starts With A Brake

ki

i

golfing

10TH & TULLY ROAD

bestir yourself!

United Radio &
TV Supply Co.

INDOOR SPORT
NEW YORK (UPI, The first
’ indoor football game in history

I

Speclel price on dri.,;n9 range
students.
San Jose’s mos+ complete

TOUCHDOWN OR BUSTSpartan fullback Johnny "Touchdown" Johnson (25) escapes clutches of last Idaho tackler on
way towards dazzling 54-yd. run in 22-20 win over Vandals Friday. Is was the sophomore’s 10th TO of the season, as he shook
off a mid -season injury to collect 120 yds. rushing.

300 Entered;
Starts at 12:30

100+ Octane Ethyl
92+ Octane Reg.
Examples of year-around oil prices:
Shell x -I 00, Quaker State, Triton, Veedol,
qt. can 38c
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 50c
Castrol
I9c
100 Eastern Bulk, qt.
$1.98
5 -gal. Sealed Can, 100 Eastern
package 22c
Cigarettes

9 HOLE PITCH and PUTT
50c
Student Rate

SWEATERS

Track Meeting

SAVE
3c gal.per
2.c&

FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

0-,

Turkey Trot

Odoursskid rese

Yeaver

position%

new arrivals . . . in

’...R:setall track co:ivh

IiIiiiii11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Open 8-6 p.m. 6 days a week
Fernando

RPART A ’4

Three Brown Belt Four SJS Kickers
In All -Star Match
StarsAlanShine
Judo Lestede
Joe FiatFelice ieeed

opy with them "

BARBER SHOP

217 E.

Tuesday, November 22, trwiri

’GET OFF MY BACK’

1

YAGER & SILVA SHELL SERVICE
CORNER 4TH & SAN FERNANDO

Farling brakes

SHOP

4-SPARTAN DA/LT

Tuesday. NOvernber 22, 1060

MODERN ’BIG STICK’ POLICY

I

Staff Issued Press Cards
t.t:1
ila%(2
iitack,1 to
pai
been issued press cards by the tan Daily
stories or photoDepartment of Journalism and Ad- graphs may request proper identivertising. for identification in dis- fication from rstaff members.
charge of staff duties.
- -

The orange-colored cards for the
semester. valid until Jan. 24. 1961.
are designed to prevent any one
from posing as a Daily representative in order to gain admission
to campus-connected events or access to certain information.

Alma

HAVANA

BREAK-et/1E
BOSTON
UPI -An averae,
of 225 windows per month or,.
broken in New Haven Railroad
passenger cars. It costs abou!
$81.000 annually for window repairs.

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN

MOAN TAMA NO

xtz,

f;r11 &

Scarf,

-,

ONE

IN NAPLES

IN

-1

.

3913 E. SANTA CI. 1R

BILL WERT CHEVRON
Bck North of SPARTAN CITY
Con..eniently located to serve car owners of
San Jose State
LUBRICATION - MOTOR TUNEUP
WHEEL BALANCING - BRAKE SERVICE
TIRES - BATTERIES - AUTO ACCESSORIES

Terrific Discount on Brake Work

And Prices are Right

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSE
to 9

P.M.

GET THE LAST OF A VANISHING BREED
. . . THE OLD FASHIONED HAMBURGER
at
For Joe

"STUDENTBURGERS" at a Student Price
Years of Satisfied

Spartan Customers

388 E. SANTA CLARA

10.1=P

.

MIP.M.MInv/am .. uManwOlam 4M 4. .N.

4.

Spartans

with

Mm.

..

HMKIMM. ,

taste like

EL CHARRO CAFE
for Mexican and American dishes
TOSTADAS
FRIJOLES

TACOS
ENCHILADAS

San Jose
Closed Monday

799 S. First St.

Open 11-10

CV 3-9779

.Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY

D. CAMPAGNA, JR.

PROFESSIONAL PHARMACISTS
OPEN

$500 cash prize. Entries are to be
made by way ,f ree-adeil tapes.
--

Signups will begin Monday for
students planning to take industhis
courses
technology
trial
spring, according to Prof. William
J. McLarney. coordinator of the
program.
Seniors must register between
Nov. 28 and Dec. 2 and juniors
between Dec. 1 and 6. Procedure
for signup is outlined on the industrial technology bulletin board
in the Engineering building.

GreekPoefSubject
Af Club Talk Today

THE BURGER HOUSE
Ask

competition iv 1111111til to IOW’
A nations% isle college oiai
pretation contest is being conduct - students from SJS.
Further information may he ob&’d by Webcor, inc., tape recorder
tained from Mrs. Noreen LaBarge
manufacturer and Southern Illi- Mitchell, assistant professor of
nois university.
speech, or by writing Lou Sirois.
Speech department, S1U, CarbonThe student who best interprets
dale, Ill.
St.
Edna
by
"Renascence"
poem
the
Vincent Millay will be awarded a

Industrial Course
1Signups To Start

Where Servings Are Large

Hours 7 A.M.

Sophs Save Trophy
Webcor Offers Prizes From
Frosh Attack
,In Interpretation Talks
1

7th and KEYES

545 S. 2nd St. -

,Celembla

five

ART CLEANERS

’TIL MIDNIGHT

ale

Verse

ath,ck on the Central American countries. Both
recently defeated rebel forces during internal
skirmishes.

GUARDING THE COAST of Nicaragua and
Guatemala, U.S. aircraft carrier Shangri La
destroyers scan the waters of the
and
Caribbean Sea to prevent Communist -directed

on ALL Your Cleaning Costs

SUPREME
17.4$047N1

iiisaart
um*

c511-; fiz4.e &era,.

1S13 CARL)

CIA.RON

N.S.S. 11.011AILEY
(Runt Picket Das toner)

Costa Mao

SAVE 15To

Sea.

earidhea.

El Salvador-- \s’)
tr CI=

A

with

II.S.S.SNANfill LA (Attack Carrier)
intro* Divines 12 (4 Nadir Picket
Boomers)

/ =73 -J".1.
,.- -1
------,....,

Alma

HELD OVER
EL6iER ii

LET S MAKE LOVE

,

r,,nhi i’Ute 101,5
till 110 So ai i.ither
CulleCtlUIIS lin the Cal Poly Student Memorial fund are nearing the Student Affairs Business tn.
completion on the San Jaw. State Bee, TH16. or the Sparta:,
campus, with donations presently store.
totaling $1443.23.
$1500 GOAL
Harry E. Wineroth, a Cal Poly
Mr. Wineroth said that he plans
alumnus and Spartan bookstore to send all donations to San
Las
manager, has coordinated the drive Obispo tomorrow, and that
he
as co-chairman of a faculty-stu- hopes the SJS contributions
will
dent committee organized to pro- have reached the $1500 mark by
mote the fund.
that time.

Haiti

mew

---

Napaise
I PatrelAirttaft

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

& Almada.,

Cal Poly Fund
Totals $1443.23

Gt9:124/11.41.4ieo

Greek poet Constantine Casaty
will be the subject of a discussion
led by Dr. E. P. Panagopoulos of
the Humanities department at 7:30
tonight in A133.
Zoe Kamitsus is slated to read
selections from Cavafy’s writings,
according to Bonnie Fleischaeur
publicity chairman of the Humai
ties club.
:
Admission is free and all int,’
ested persons are invited to .c
tend.

Math Club Plans

Prof As Speaker
Dr. Carl D. Olds, protessur of
mathematics, will speak to Math

A battle - worn Frosh - Soph
during presentation ceremonies
which were to have resulted in
a peaceful transfer of the trophy
from the class of ’61 to the
class of ’63.
l’nidentifled freshman
students made it outside the door
with the shield, but swifter
sophomores prevailed and the
trophy was Immediately put
into hiding. A Frosh spokesman
stated that his class is interested
In the scheduling of a frostssoph mixer.
As yet, sophomores have not
named a date for the mixer, a
yearly affair whose winner wins
the shield-legally.

club members at 12:30 p.m. today
in TH20.

SCHOOL AID RISES
SACRAMENTO (UPI) - The
"Summation of Finite Series"
will be Dr. Olds’ lecture topic, an -State of California has allocated
nounced Richard Junck, club pres- $599 million in aid to local school
districts for the 1960-61 fiscal year.
ident
The State Department of Educa"Club membership is not lim- tion points out the figure is almost
ited to mathematics majors and triple the $202 million granted a
decade ago.
minors," Jun& added.

Spartan Chi Sells Delicacies Today
Free tea will be served and eof- open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m." said
fee and oriental delicacies will be Jack Itakura, publicity chairman.
sold today in the Outer Quad byl
Featured foods include fried
Spartan Chi members.
I wonton, cookies and shrimp puffs.
-The fond booth will remain

Lowest Prices
on Gasoline

Major Oil 38c qt.
Cigarets 22c pk.

t:u. Offering

Laundry & Dry
Cleaning Service
As Well As

Fine Shoe

Repairing

SAHARA OIL CO.

ZINKE’S

2nd & William

49 E. SAN ANTONIO

ManageMenfClaSS

To Hear Speaker
Jack Teal, a manager in the
Missiles and Space division of
Lockheed Aircraft in Sunnyvale,
will talk on management procedures today at 11:30 a.m. in TH135
during the management class of
Dr. James M. Thompson, associate
professor of business.
Mr. Teal is manager of the administrative data processing department at Lockheed.

LITTON LOGIC
All Dronns axe the same sfre and shape. All nreen Slackens hire
the same size and shape. twenty Droons just fill a Muldrutf. All
Wallaxes contain Green Slackens. A Green Slacken is inci,
bigger than a Droon. A Wallas is smaller than a Muldruff.
What is the largest possible munber of Green Slackens in a
Wallas/

PHONE CYpress 3-7500

SECOND AND SANTA
-

-

- -

1-

-

-

-

CLARA STS
-

-

-.

BOX OFFICE OPENS TODAY

Peter Pan

By J. M. BARRIE
A SPEECH AND DRAMA PRODUCTION

Dec. 2, 3, and 7th through 10th
50c SJSC Students
1.00 General
Curtain at 8:15 p.m.

College Theatre

Children Under 12 Years Old - 50c
MATINEES DECEMBER 3 AND DECEMBER

10, 2 P.M.

BOX OFFICE 5TH & SAN FERNANDO STS.
OPEN

1-5 DAILY

Spartc-iguide
TODAY
Christian Science organization,
meeting, Memorial chapel, 7:30
p.m.
Collegiate Christian fellowship,
meeting. cafeteria. 7 p.m.
Math club, speaker, TH20, 12:30
p.m.
Senior clam, meeting, installation of officers. 5326, 3:30 p.m.
club,
InternatIonal
Relations
meeting, 546 ..;
Ninth at., 7:30
p.m.
Humanities riiih. speaker, A133,
7:30 p.m.
Officer
Managemerft
class,
speaker. TH135, 11:30 p.m.
TOMORROW
TARIC, meeting. CH238, 7:30
pm.

ANSWER TO PROBLEM WHICH APPEARED IN LAST
"LITTON LOGIC": 13/0W11, ban is burning. if you enjoy
the challenge of thought-provoking situations, you will enjoy
the environment surrounding our company in San Carlos,
California. The Litton Industries Electron Tube Division facilities there will be of added interest to engineers and scientists
who wish to obtain advanced degrees. Under Litton’s Advanced
Scientific Study Program, Fellowships are available in nearby
San lose State College, Santa
Stanford Lniversity, or the University of California at Berkeley.

Clara university,

Obtain full information from the Litton Industries representa.
tine who will interview LE.. ME., and Physics graduate, for
positions involving R&D and construction of exotic generators
of inicr"4v5

energy, display devices, and

linear beam tubes.

Electron

get it- Za .arre
on

sale, TH

SAN

Tube

CAPLO’,.

Dr. Clyde Fisher. dean of Cal
Poly and chairman of the fund.
reported last week that $6000 had
been collected to aid the upend.
’ ents of Cal Poly football players
killed in the Oct. 29 plane crash.

In a release. Dr. Fisher said that
the fund would first meet the
needs of those families made destitute by the disaster. If there is
fund money left over when this
need has been met, scholarships or
trust funds will be established for
San Jose State’s new dormithe 10 children and three babiet.
tories gave $120 and miscellaneous
donations totaled $293.35. Students ye unborn, of the deceased Cal
and faculty members who wish to Poly athletes.
Candy sales sponsored by the
committee two weeks ago provided the larg es t individual
amount for the fund. In two days.
students purchased enough sweets
to net an additional $653.25.

SIS

CLASSIFIEDS
Dorm

Classified Rates:
20c

room
’-itately

250 a lin first insertion
lin succeeding insortion
2 lin minimum

To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders
Wonted

4.2,1,

C.1

Furnished largo 3
two co,;....t St .clen*s 511 E
; 4.2468.

777,,
tr.....

Cy

Per Sale
52 Pcittlae, yellow conv. BOO,
-is and motor at
, clean. $225. AN 4.9731
2011.

ir.
r 4e

2 Dinner hashers wanted. apply 184 5. Skit & Ski pants, 7’ Dynan..., 3.
Boners, call RE 9-6649.
lit. CV 3-9973,
Transporiation Wasted
Ride wanted to Merced Thanksgiving
Call CV 2-2576.
Metals

Pool Taal for sale, regulati..si
equipment. Reasonable pi;;,e.
2-0141 after 6 p.m.
.
Ford ’51 irnmac. Must -e
Ocl 6 Trs, Chs. 70 5Isth St L
5.1832.

Tinsel of Commuting?
’47 Olds 4 Dr. sdn. 6 c4H.
Approved housing room with kitchen CV 2.0938.
privileges or dinner. Very reasonable, ap
MIstellempoes
ply 43 5. 5th or phone CV 3.9599.

141

Titans, form papers typed Aceo 4.
Font, apt., girls only, $35 each, washer 0255.
in each apt. 444 S. 5th.
100 WEDDING INVITATIONS. $1250
Flan Rms. Male Students. Kit Priv. $10. plus 1 in gold free. A real offer. AL 2.
0101
IS. Call CV 3-3088

BIG
BOOK
BUST
COMING SOON ALL NEW
HARDBOUND BOOKS
REDUCED IN PRICE
FOR THIS T.ERRIFIC
SALE!
BOOKS OFFERED AT:

$1.00 (Values to $7.50)
$1.49 (Values to $9.00)
$1.98 (Values to $10.00)
$2.98 (values to $12.50)
$3.98 & up (Values to $15.00)
SALE STARTS

NOVEMBER 28

NOV. 28 - DON’T

LITTON INDUSTRIES

*ifs great

GAME COLLECTION
Wineroth reported yesterday that the collections taken at
the SJS-Idaho football game Friday night added $376.63 to the
slowly mounting total.

Division

CALIFORNIA

MISS

IT!

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

16
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